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the Virgin Islands, the whole Caribbean is
her hunting ground. Contract killers must
be patient. And they must be invisible.
That's a difficult task for the blue-eyed,
blonde, former Olympic swimmer. She
moves among the cruising population in
her antique sailing sloop, Wind Dancer,
invisible to most of the outside world.
Until it’s too late⋯
WALNECK'S CLASSIC CYCLE TRADER,
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and
OCTOBER 2003
influences readers to help them master
WALNECK'S CLASSIC CYCLE TRADER,
the modern world. Whether it’s practical
OCTOBER 2000
DIY home-improvement tips, gadgets and
AdrenalineMoto | Street Motorcycle PU
digital technology, information on the
Catalog 2014
newest cars or the latest breakthroughs
Motorcycle:Definitive Visual Hist
in science -- PM is the ultimate guide to
How to Build a Pro Streetbike
our high-tech lifestyle.
Originally published: Center Conway,
The first three novels in the exciting
Charity Styles Caribbean Thriller Series. N.H.: Whitehorse Press, 2004.
Whether it's a big-bore, high-end custom
From Key West to Mexico to Belize to
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sportbike you're after, or a naked, bare
knuckles streetfighting drag racer, this book
has the goods for getting you there. In three
different scenarios, the nation's top builders
give blow-by-blow instructions for
completely rebuilding three popular
streetbikes -- from performance
modifications and exhaust systems to
flawless finishes and detail work. Focusing
on highly customized Hayabusa drag bikes,
including a slammed and lowered Suzuki
GSX1300R Hayabusa, John Dantzler of the
Charlotte, North Carolina, shop Two Wheel
Customs outlines the suspension and engine
modifications that the serious street and
quarter-mile racer can make. He takes a
salvaged, late-model four-cylinder street
machine and transforms it into the kind of
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gear or casual wear, see the Drag Specialties/
machine that both professional stunt riders wounds for several months, Charity Styles
finally
has
a
shot
at
redemption
when
her
Parts Unlimited Helmet/Apparel catalog.
and corner-carving enthusiasts favor. Next,
handler offers her a mission. It's dangerous,
Combine all three catalogs for the most
author Mike Seate covers the details on
sure, but Charity also knows that it's meant as complete powersports resource of 2014.
constructing and installing popular
a test of her self-control. In the jungles of
Ruthless Charity
modifications -- everything from engine
Popular Mechanics
Venezuela, a land baron controls the native
crash guards and wheelie bars to motocross- population with an iron fist ... and a security
WALNECK'S CLASSIC CYCLE TRADER,
NOVEMBER 2003
style handlebars and bikini fairings -- while team with over-indulged libidos and quick
stunt riders and streetfighter builders from trigger fingers. The indigenous people live in DEMON NATION
the United States and Europe weigh in with fear—all but one old shaman, who has a vision Caribbean Thriller Series, Books 1-3
American Motorcyclist magazine,
of the future. A vision that includes piranha
tips and advice. Last but not least, the
the official journal of the
and crocodiles. Charity’s target is a single
builders at Wisconsins Patrick's
American Motorcyclist Associaton,
man. But when she learns of the atrocities
Performance and South Carolina's Coastal committed by the land baron, and the carnage tells the stories of the people
Motorcycles provide a step-by-step account inflicted on the defenseless Wanadi people by who make motorcycling the sport
that it is. It's available monthly
of the construction of two high-end custom his security team, will she stop at that? Can
to AMA members. Become a part of
sportbikes -- transforming a Yamaha YZF she keep her blood-lust in check this time?
the largest, most diverse and most
AdrenalineMoto is an authorized dealer of
R-1 and a Suzuki GSX-R 1000 into the kind Parts-Unlimited and claims no ownership or enthusiastic group of riders in
of machines that are eye-popping
rights to this catalog. The Parts Unlimited 2014 the country by visiting our
everywhere-on the streets or on the
Street catalog is more than “just a book.” It is website or calling 800-AMA-JOIN.
designed to help you and your customers get Set your pulse racing with this
motorcycle show circuit.
the most out of your passion for powersports. stunning visual guide to over 1000
WALNECK'S CLASSIC CYCLE
pin-up machines - iconic symbols
It showcases the new, exciting, in-demand
TRADER, JUNE 2000
of wanderlust, speed, and the open
products, as well as highlighting trusted
WALNECK'S CLASSIC CYCLE
favorites. The well-organized catalog sections road. From Gottlieb Daimler's gasTRADER, JULY 2003
make it easy to find the items you want. And powered "engine on a bicycle"
The Essential Guide to Motorcycle
every part is supported with the latest fitment which set fire to the seat on its
first outing, to superbikes such
information and technical updates available.
Maintenance
as the Ducati 916, Motorcycle: The
Looking for tires? See the Drag
SYNTHETIC
Specialties/Parts Unlimited Tire catalog. It has Definitive Visual History takes
Harley-Davidson Evolution Motorcycles
After licking her physical and emotional

tires, tire accessories and tire/wheel service
tools from all the top brands. And for riding
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you on an enthralling tour of the
bike's history. It shows you bikes
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that appeal to the head - practicalas a wilderness survival expert, a psychic, a WALNECK'S CLASSIC CYCLE
forms of transport - and to the
biker, and a Latino with a machine gunTRADER, AUGUST 2003
heart - a parade of classic pinequipped Mini Cooper cross paths in their Everything you need to know to restore or
ups including cult machines such
search for refuge from the fast becoming
customize your classic Japanese motorcycle.
as the Honda RC30, the Triumph
apocalyptic world. Survivors salvage what is Whether you want to correctly restore a
Bonneville, and the HarleyDavidson XR750. Motorcycle: The
left of their former lives and attempt to cling classic Japanese motorcycle or create a
Definitive Visual History shows
onto their humanity. A small band gathers modified, custom build, you need the right
the brilliance and impracticality in Wolf Valley, a paradise considered by
information about how to perform the
of different designs and features
some. But the Knights of New America
mechanical and cosmetic tasks required to
detailed cross-sections of engines
such as the air-cooled two-stroke. have stumbled upon this Eden and threaten get an old, frequently neglected, and often
It explains how the great marques to commandeer the little haven. Set in the long-unridden machine back in working
such as the Royal Enfield, the
rural countryside of eastern Pennsylvania, order. How to Rebuild and Restore Classic
"legendary" Indian Scout, Vespa,
Inevitable Retribution has twists you never Japanese Motorcycles is your thorough,
and Norton all became household
see coming.
hands-on manual, covering all the
names. Whether you are a hardcore
Covers everything from how to choose and mechanical subsystems that make up a
enthusiast or looking forward to
maintain a motorcycle and how to buy
motorcycle. From finding a bike to
your first machine, this is one
appropriate gear to how to ride safely, and planning your project to dealing with each
title you cannot be without.
Motorcycle Illustrated
how to make the most out of trips on the
mechanical system, How to Rebuild and
How to Rebuild and Restore Classic open road. It also discusses motorcycle
Restore Classic Japanese Motorcycles
Japanese Motorcycles
includes everything you need to know to get
history and the timeless motorcycle
WALNECK'S CLASSIC CYCLE TRADER,
mystique.
your classic back on the road. Japanese
SEPTEMBER 2000
WALNECK'S CLASSIC CYCLE
motorcycles have been the best-selling bikes
Inevitable Retribution
in the world since the mid-1960s, driven by
TRADER, NOVEMBER 2005
WALNECK'S CLASSIC CYCLE TRADER,
MAY 2001
the "big four": Honda, Yamaha, Suzuki,
WALNECK'S CLASSIC CYCLE

After an asteroid impact, society is thrust
into chaos where the strong survive, the
weak succumb, and the meek get revenge.
This is an epic tale in which characters such

TRADER, DECEMBER 2003
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Motorcycles
WALNECK'S CLASSIC CYCLE
TRADER, AUGUST 2000
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and Kawasaki. Of course certain bikes have
always had a following - Honda CB750,
305 Hawk, CB400-4, Benly; Suzuki
GT750, Katana, GS1000S; Yamaha
September, 29 2022
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XS650, RD400 Daytona, TZ; Kawaski H1, earth. A shiny black stone dropped from the
H2, Z1R - and these have now become the sky and cracked open. From the stone’s
blue-chip Japanese bikes leading collectors cavity surfaced bubbling smoke with
to seek out more common (and now more exploding electric currents. The smooth
affordable) alternatives. This is the perfect flow of electricity erupted within the
book for anyone interested in classic
blinding lights and stretched outward. A
Japanese motorcycles, as well as prepping a mysterious life awakened within the center,
bike to build a cafe racer, street tracker, or ripped open the veil of kaleidoscope colors
other custom build.
and entered the realm. Black bones
During the night in the middle of the desert, materialized on the sand . . . Skin made of
whirling ice crystals slammed the earth at synthetic material wrapped the black bones
lightning speed. The crystalline spears of
and the process of metamorphosis initiated.
death pierced the ground and shattered in Once the transformation completed, human
million pieces against the hot sand. The
giants rose from the sand to stand upon the
earsplitting scream of glass breaking
earth . . .
magnified hundreds times and ascended to WALNECK'S CLASSIC CYCLE
maximum capacity creating a sand storm TRADER, APRIL 2002
with heavy rain and wind spinning
A Charity Styles Bundle
counterclockwise in the middle of the
A Charity Styles Novel
remote region. The horrible noise hovered WALNECK'S CLASSIC CYCLE
in mid-air, overwhelmed the surrounding TRADER, DECEMBER 2000
wasteland and disintegrated. A sheet of red, The Definitive Visual History
transparent mist developed and lingered a
few inches above the top layer of the sand.
The moon, a great big round luminescent
sphere, burned with raging force among the
chaos. The shocking manifestation lasted for
a split second. Eerie silence blanketed the
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